This paper investigates recently proposed Stranded Gaussian Mixture acoustic Model (SGMM) for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). This model extends conventional hidden Markov model (HMM-GMM) by explicitly introducing dependencies between components of the observation Gaussian mixture densities.
Introduction
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) play an important role in statistical acoustic modeling for ASR. However, they are frequently criticized for inability to capture long temporal dependencies and variability of the speech signal because of strong conditional independence assumptions.
In the straightforward formulation it is assumed, that the state of an HMM is conditioned only on the previous state and that the observation is dependent only on the state which generates it. To better capture the contextual variability, contextdependent triphones are used. To capture speaker variability, the observation densities are built in the form of mixture of Gaussians. One problem, associated with conventional HMM is known as trajectory folding. This problem arises because of the fact, that the component of the GMM, trained from one source of variability, can dominate in likelihood computation for the observation from another source of variability [1] .
Various techniques were introduced to relax the conditional independence assumptions and to achieve more accurate modeling of temporal dependencies. The classification of these techniques is done depending on where such dependencies are applied (in the feature, or in the model space) and on the type of such dependencies (linear or non-linear, with or without recursion) [2] .
Most popular early approaches include Stochastic Segmental Models [3] and Stochastic Trajectory Models [4, 5] . Various approaches deal with additional dependencies in model space. These include Buried HMMs [6] with conditioned Gaussian observation densities and multi-path HMMs [7] , where each separate path represents a separate source of variability. Recently, separately from HMM-GMM framework Deep Neural Networks-based systems have been successfully applied to better model both long temporal context and speech signal variability [8] .
This work focuses on recently proposed Stranded Gaussian Mixture Model (SGMM) [9] . SGMM is an extension of HMM, which adds dependencies between components of HMM-GMM by expanding the observation density and replacing state-conditioned mixture weights by Mixture Transition Matrices (MTMs). MTM models transition probabilities between Gaussian components of the adjacent states.
In the original paper [9] SGMM was investigated on Aurora 2 connected digits task [10] . The authors used multi-condition training, i.e., including noised utterances in the training set. With standard MFCC front-end (12 cepstra + log energy, plus first and second derivatives) and Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) they demonstrated the improvement of average WER from 8.96% to 8.07% if GMM is replaced by SGMM with the same number of components. Such improvements encourage to further investigate the model for other sources of variability and on more difficult tasks.
Speaker age and gender are important sources of variability for ASR. Child speech is typically hard to recognize, because the acoustic variability comes from both vocal tract differences and specific articulation of children [11, 12] . If train and test sets are produced by both child and adult speakers, using all data to learn speaker-independent HMM-GMM leads to low performance. The variability can be partially reduced by using model and feature adaptation techniques, like MLLR, fM-LLR [13] or VTLN [14] . However, adaptation requires prior knowledge about speaker classes (gender or age) and/or needs an additional pass in decoding for estimating such information.
Other sources of variability are the recording conditions (microphone, room reverberation) and noise. From this point of view, CHiME 2013 challenge [15] provides a hard task. Nonstationary noise in CHiME is added in random places of the utterances. In addition, the microphone movements are modeled. If only clean data is used for training, the accuracy of the model is very low. Better results are achieved when noised data is also used in training (multi-condition training). Speech en-hancement [16] of both train and test set significantly improves the recognition accuracy, although the residual noise still makes the recognition task far from being considered as solved.
The experiments in this work are conducted using Sphinx3 toolkit [17] , which was modified to handle SGMM. Speech enhancement is done using Flexible Audio Source Separation Toolbox (FASST) [18, 19] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recaps the SGMM formulation. Section 3 describes the experiments with TIdigits task. Section 4 explains CHiME data and the corresponding experiments. The paper ends with a discussion and a conclusion. The difference of SGMM from HMM-GMM is that an additional dependency between the components of the mixture in the current frame mt and at the previous frame mt−1 is introduced ( Figure 1 ). The joint likelihood of the observation, state and component sequences is defined by:
Stranded GMM
The complete set of parameters is the following:
• P (qt = j|qt−1 = i) = aij -state transition probability;
• P (ot|mt = l, qt = j) = b jl (ot) -probability of the observation ot with respect to the single density component mt = l in the state qt = j;
• P (mt = l|mt−1 = k, qt = j, qt−1 = i) = c 
SGMM for age and gender variability
To compare the SGMM behavior with different sources of variability, this section compares conventional HMM-GMM and Stranded HMM when dealing with clean data, which contains speakers of different age and gender.
TIdigits Baseline system and problem formulation
The experiments in this section are conducted on the TIdigits connected digits task [20] . The full training data set consists of 41224 digits (28329 for adult and 12895 for child speech). The test set consists of 41087 digits (28554 for adult and 12533 for child).
The digits are modeled as sequences of word-dependent phones. Each phone is modeled by a 3-state HMM without skips. Each state density is modeled by 32 Gaussian components. The front-end consists of standard 39 MFCC features (12 cepstra + log-energy, plus first and second order derivatives) with CMN.
Similar to other work with TIdigits [21] , the signal is down sampled to 8 kHz. Word Error Rates (WERs) of the baseline systems are reported in Table 1 . Two Speaker-Independent (SI) models are trained from the adult subset only and from the full training set. For the last two lines, the Age and Gender-Age dependent models are achieved with MLLR+MAP adaptation. Training on adult data provides the best results for adult speakers, but shows a weak performance on child speech. When child data is included in the training set, the conventional HMM-GMM improves on the child, but degrades on the adult subset. Using class-adapted models further improves the baseline performance. In further experiments only full training set will be considered with no class information (i.e., age and gender) available.
Experimental results on TIdigits data
To train SGMM, MTM rows are initialized from the mixture weights of convention HMM-GMM, and the model parameters are re-estimated with MLE. In addition, to reduce the number of parameters, only 2 MTMs are used for each state (i.e., crossphone MTMs are shared). Two SGMMs were built: with only MTMs and with all parameters re-estimated. The corresponding WERs are shown in Table 2 .
Model
Adult Man Woman Child Boy Girl GMM Compared to the conventional HMM-GMM, SGMM improves from 1.66% to 1.11% on adult and from 1.88% to 1.27% on child speech. Both improvements are statistically significant with respect to 95% confidence interval. The SGMM performance is even better than the one achieved with the Gender-Age adapted baseline.
Notice, that the largest improvement is associated with only MTM re-estimation, whereas re-estimating means and variances only slightly improves on the child subset.
SGMM for robust speech recognition
This section analyzes the behavior of SGMM for noise-robust speech recognition on the 1 st track (small-vocabulary) of CHiME 2013 challenge.
CHiME task and baseline system
The task is to recognize digit and letter tokens in 6-word utterances. Overall there are 10 possible keywords for the digits and 25 keywords for the letters. The training set consists of 17000 utterances, which come from 34 different speakers (500 utterances per speaker). The development set is used for performance evaluation. The set contains 3600 utterances (600 for each SNR level). The utterances are corrupted by various types of non-stationary background noise with SNR from -6 to 9 dB. In the baseline system each phone is modeled by an HMM with 3 states. However, the phones are not shared across different words (hence, word-dependent phones). Overall the model has 128 context-independent 3-state HMMs without skips. Each state is modeled by 32 Gaussian mixtures.
The performance is evaluated with 2 different types of acoustic features. In the first set of experiments standard 39 MFCC features (12 cepstra + log-energy, plus first and second order derivatives) with CMN are directly derived from noisy speech. In the second case, the same features are extracted after speech enhancement with uncertainty information, included in the feature computation (the approach is described in [16] ). Speech enhancement allows to significantly reduce error rates compared to standard multi-condition training from noisy data.
In all experiments with SGMM, two MTMs for each model state are used, as in TIdigits experiments: one MTM for interand another for intra-state transition. The inter-state transitions between phone models are shared across different contexts. So, the total number of MTMs is equivalent to 2 times the number of states.
Mixture Transition Matrix analysis
It was observed, that inter-and intra-state MTMs are distributed differently. For example, the averaged values of MTMs for inter-and intra-state transitions computed with noisy data on CHiME dataset are presented in Figure 2 . The averaged MTMs for TIdigits set has a similar appearance.
Notice, that the intra-state MTM tends to be close to diagonal (in average). This means, that when staying in a given state of an HMM, the same component of the density is likely to be Figure 2 : Inter-state(a) and intra-state(b) mixture transition matrices, averaged over states for CHiME data dominating for the adjacent frames. The average value of the diagonal elements for intra-state MTM is 0.67 ± 0.02 for noisy CHiME and 0.58 ± 0.03 for TIdigits data. As it was noticed in [9] , the distribution is also sparse.
Both sparsity and such sharp distribution for intra-sate transitions make training and decoding problems challenging. In fact, it is further shown, that sharp intra-state transitions constrain the trajectory and can lead to accuracy degradation, when the data contains non-stationary noise.
Experimental results on CHiME data
The results of the first set of experiments with MFCC features, derived from noised CHiME data, are summarized in table 3. The SGMM is initialized from the baseline SI system and reestimated. For this set of experiments it was observed, that sharp diagonal distribution of intra-state MTMs (loops) significantly hurts the performance of the recognizer (this corresponds to "Loop MTM -trained" row in Table 3 : Keyword recognition accuracy (%) for Dev set of CHiME 2013. Features from noisy data A simple "work around" approach is to keep MTMs for state loops uniform (not re-estimate them). When intra-state MTM is forced to be uniform, SGMM outperforms GMM with larger gains in the noisy part (corresponds to the rows "Loop MTM -fixed"). Further improvement is achieved for this dataset when means and variances are jointly re-estimated with MTM.
Finally, the same experiment is reproduced with enhanced features, calculated with FASST [19] . The training is done in the same way, as for the SGMM trained from noisy data. The performances of the baseline GMM, of the SGMM with and without intra-state MTMs re-estimation and of the SGMM with means and variances re-estimated are summarized in Table 4 . [22] . The test consists in analyzing the errors, produced by two systems and computing the probability P of how likely the improvement was done by chance. Comparing GMM and SGMM in the experiments with noisy features ( Table 3) gives P = 0.017 and with enhanced features (Table 4 ) P = 0.040, which means that the results are statistically significant (with respect to 95% confidence interval). Tables 2, 3 and 4 summarize the improvements, which are achieved by SGMM compared to HMM-GMM.
Discussion
Decoding clean read speech (as in TIdigits) imposes troubles for conventional HMM if the data comes from the speakers of different age and gender. SGMM shows significant improvements in such conditions. Re-estimating only MTM (row "SGMM: MTM" in Table 2 ) improves the WER by about 30% relative for both child and adult data. This leads to the conclusion, that temporal dependencies (explicit trajectories) introduced by SGMM are useful for modeling speaker variability.
Different observations are drawn from the experiments with noisy data. Training with noisy (Table 3) , or enhanced (Table  4 ) data demonstrates similar behavior.
First, for CHiME data intra-state transitions hurt the model accuracy (rows "Loop MTM-trained" in tables 3 and 4). Interestingly, that at the same time the likelihood of the training data is much higher, when both inter-and intra-state MTMs are reestimated. This leads to the idea, that SGMMs tend to over-fit, which leads to the degradation if the acoustic mismatch between training and testing data is significant.
Second, after fixing (not re-estimating) intra-state MTMs the improvement is not as large, as for TIdigits, but still statistically significant. Overall, about 2% relative improvement is achieved for the full CHiME data set. Up to 5% is also achieved for -6 and -3 dB subsets with noisy MFCC.
Conclusion
This work has described an experimental study of Stranded GMM, which is an extension of HMM-GMM model with additional temporal dependencies between components of the observation densities.
Three types of signal variability were studied. First, gender and age in clean speech were investigated. Then, the same experiments were carried on speech corrupted by non-stationary noise and on enhanced speech with residual noise.
Although SGMM was originally proposed for robust speech recognition of noisy data, in this paper it was demonstrated, that it provides the largest improvement for clean speech with adult and children data. When the signal is corrupted by non-stationary noise, SGMM improves the accuracy not as greatly and only if intra-state MTMs are not re-estimated.
Although they require increased computation power, such extended models, as SGMM, are certainly interesting for the future research. One research direction is the introduction of speaker, or noise information in the SGMM by defining some SGMM parameters from pre-clustered data, or by involving speaker adaptation. Finally, the issue with dominating diagonal probabilities of intra-state MTMs in CHiME data opens new questions, which should lead to improved re-estimation algorithm for MTM involving sparsity constraints, or smoothing.
